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Beyond Weird Nov 21 2019 “Anyone who is not shocked by quantum theory has not understood it.” Since Niels Bohr said this many years ago,
quantum mechanics has only been getting more shocking. We now realize that it’s not really telling us that “weird” things happen out of
sight, on the tiniest level, in the atomic world: rather, everything is quantum. But if quantum mechanics is correct, what seems obvious and
right in our everyday world is built on foundations that don’t seem obvious or right at all—or even possible. An exhilarating tour of the
contemporary quantum landscape, Beyond Weird is a book about what quantum physics really means—and what it doesn’t. Science writer Philip
Ball offers an up-to-date, accessible account of the quest to come to grips with the most fundamental theory of physical reality, and to
explain how its counterintuitive principles underpin the world we experience. Over the past decade it has become clear that quantum physics
is less a theory about particles and waves, uncertainty and fuzziness, than a theory about information and knowledge—about what can be
known, and how we can know it. Discoveries and experiments over the past few decades have called into question the meanings and limits of
space and time, cause and effect, and, ultimately, of knowledge itself. The quantum world Ball shows us isn’t a different world. It is our
world, and if anything deserves to be called “weird,” it’s us.
All about History Book of Weird History Feb 23 2020
The Weird Accordion to Al May 08 2021
U. S. Presidents Sep 19 2019 What's so weird about U.S. presidents? Plenty! Abraham Lincoln was a great wrestler and Ulysses S. Grant got a
speeding ticket riding his horse--twice! Kids are sure to have a blast learning that there's a lot of substance--and weirdness--in every
president's past. Full color.l color.
Really Weird Removals.com Jul 30 2020 A quirky and funny Ghostbusters-style adventure with a Scottish twist!
Ripley's Believe It Or Not! Unlock The Weird! Jun 28 2020 Ripley’s Believe It or Not!® Unlock the Weird! 2017 is bursting with 100% ALL NEW
facts, features, and photos from around the world—all verified to be 100% TRUE! From weird feats to bizarre food, strange animals, and more,
this brand-new collection of Ripley’s stories and photos includes exclusive features not found anywhere else. Filled with thousands of
unbelievably strange oddities to discover, children and adults alike will find a new favorite on every page. All true, 100% ALL NEW,
Ripley’s Believe It or Not!® Unlock the Weird! 2017 will amaze and astound readers from the first to the last page. Hair-raising
photographs, incredible stories, and the mind-blowing facts Ripley’s is famous for promise hours of entertainment for every Ripley fan! With
thousands of stories—including submissions from readers around the world—you’ll discover something new each time you read it!
Black & White & Weird All Over: The Lost Photographs of "weird Al" Yankovic '83 - '86 Sep 24 2022 "Weird Al" Yankovic is one of music's
most beloved figures. A skilled accordion player and songwriter, the California native is known for his meticulous parodies of popular
songs, hilarious originals, and, of course, for upbeat polkas! For much of Al's career, one man has been by his side, photographing and
documenting the fun and weirdness: longtime drummer Jon "Bermuda" Schwartz. Since meeting Al in 1980, Jon has taken more than 20,000 images
of Al in his element: on tour, in the studio, and on video sets. Black & White & Weird All Over presents hundreds of images of Al, culled
from Jon's personal collection of black-and-white photography. These photos only existed on contact sheets - out of mind and out of sight until now! From behind-the-scenes shots taken on the sets of Al's iconic videos for "Ricky," "I Love Rocky Road," "Eat It," and "Living With
A Hernia," to studio sessions for Al's Dare to Be Stupid and Polka Party! LPs, Black & White & Weird All Over is the ultimate photographic
essay of Weird Al's undisputed comedic genius.
We are All Weird Jun 21 2022 Argues for the value of individualism and offering people more choices and opportunities to act in ways that
reflect their own unique values.
Weird Animals in the Wild Apr 26 2020 Some animals have truly weird features and habits. A monkey with a giant nose and a slew of spitters
are some of the creatures readers will learn about in this volume. Colorful, often funny, photographs accompany simple text.
We're All Weird! Aug 23 2022 In today's world, there are many reasons to feel different. Maybe it's the way you speak, or your fun take on
fashion. Maybe it's your unique family life, or something as silly as your hair or the food you eat. But the reality is, we don't all look
the same, wear similar clothes, or even speak the same language. Yet somehow, now more than ever, we are made to feel as if we should be
comparing ourselves to the people around us. And when someone does not fit the societal norm, they are made to feel outcast or weird. In
this energetic and colorful book full of cultural and generational diversity, we help children look past what they see on the outside and to
accept those around them by embracing the weird!
You're Weird Oct 01 2020 As seen on Buzzfeed: A quirky and engaging journal that celebrates what makes each of us a little weird Part
journal, part activity book, and all fun, You're Weird is a valentine for the inner weirdo in everyone--that part of us that doesn't quite
fit in, and secretly isn't even trying. Filled with hand-drawn creatures that are a bit...different...along with lists, writing prompts,
activities, and more, it's a delightful and affirming book for creative oddballs everywhere. In our mass-produced world that wants everyone
to fit in and fall in line, this quirky book give us permission to celebrate what makes us each unique--and amazing. It's the perfect gift
for the creative teen, journal-loving best friend, or indie artist in your life...or for your own weird self.
Eccentric America Jun 09 2021 Winner of the coveted Lowell Thomas Travel Journalism Gold Award for Guidebooks 2002 and voted Best Travel
Book of 2001 by the North American Travel Journalists Association, the first edition of this book was a runaway success. Encouraged and
inspired by the response from readers, author Jan Friedman is back with more madcap mayhem including the nude Olympics, topless automobile
racing, the treehouse bed-and-breakfast resort, and the California community that has its own fashion police. This is the definitive guide
for those with a taste for the extreme or a desire to add something just a little bit different to their tour of the United States. This
guide features: *The biggest, the best, the wackiest, and the weirdest of America's people and places *Almost a thousand festivals,
attractions, tours, shopping, restaurants, hotels, and eccentric environments *Region-by-region events, places to visit, and quirky places
to sleep and eat *Peculiar pastimes, eccentric inventors, and collectors of curiosities *The nuts and bolts on contacts, transportation, Web
sites, and regional maps
We Are All Weird Oct 25 2022 World of Warcrafters, LARPers, Settlers of Catan? Weird. Beliebers, Swifties, Directioners? Weirder. Paleos,
vegans, carb loaders, ovolactovegetarians? Pretty weird. Mets fans, Yankees fans, Bears fans? Definitely weird. Face it. We’re all weird. So
why are companies still trying to build products for the masses? Why are we still acting like the masses even exist? Weird is the new
normal. And only companies that figure that out have any chance of survival. This book shows you how.
The Weird Sisters Aug 11 2021 ‘See, we love each other. We just don't happen to like each other very much.’ THE WEIRD SISTERS is a winsome,
trenchantly observant novel about the often warring emotions between sisters.
Strange But True, America Jun 16 2019 The front 75% of the book is a series of oddball tales — one or more from each state — and a matching
Crawford illustration for each. The final section of the book is the interactive “Thumbing Through America's Weird Past,” featuring soundbite tales tied to a map that leads readers on a virtual trip through all 50 states.
Stay Weird May 28 2020 Featuring fantastic creatures, emo and goth style coloring pages full of romantic sophistication. High quality
hardbound edition. For all fans of surreal, morbid, strange & zentangle. Relieve stress, show your creative side, make one-of-a-kind art 8.5
x 8.5 inches format
Weird Girl and What's His Name Jan 24 2020 In the podunk town of Hawthorne, North Carolina, high school geeks Lula and Rory share
everything-- sci-fi and fantasy fandom, an obsession with old X-Files episodes, and the feeling that they'll never quite fit in.
Ripley's Believe It Or Not! 2022 Dec 15 2021 Ripley's Believe It or Not! 2022 is sure to amaze and astound children and adults alike with
thousands of strange stories, unusual feats and hair-raising oddities from around the world. Meet the man who has made a model of the Empire
State Building - in cheese. Marvel at the heart-warming story of the dog that adopted five kittens. Read all about the curse of Ötzi, the

five-thousand-year-old iceman mummy. Be amazed by the strange and extraordinary sea creatures that create their own light. Bursting with
brilliant facts, fantastic stories and eye-popping photographs, this all-new edition of Ripley's will entertain, inform and flabbergast you.
No Christmas is complete without it.
WEIRD Oct 21 2019 “When people describe my lifestyle or family as weird, I find comfort,” writes author Craig Groeschel. Who then shares a
Christ-centered philosophy, on everything from money to scheduling to purity, to help you break out of the normal rut and live according to
the rhythms of God’s grace and truth of his word. Normal people are stressed, overwhelmed, and exhausted. Many of their relationships are,
at best, strained and, in most cases, just surviving. Even though we live in one of the most prosperous places on earth, normal is still
living paycheck to paycheck and never getting ahead. In our oversexed world, lust, premarital sex, guilt, and shame are far more common than
purity, virginity, and a healthy married sex life. And when it comes to God, the majority believe in him, but the teachings of scripture
rarely make it into their everyday lives. Simply put, normal isn’t working. Groeschel’s WEIRD views will help you break free from the norm
to lead a radically abnormal (and endlessly more fulfilling) life.
The Silly Book of Weird and Wacky Words Jan 16 2022 Do you know what 'park your jam on the frog' means? Fancy some ognib? What rhymes with
'circus'? ...plus many more amazing things you never knew about words. Have hours of fun wixing up your murds with this hilarious book,
packed full of rhymes, puns, games, jokes, gibberish and more.
The Weird Accordion to Al Nov 02 2020 From veteran pop culture scribe Nathan Rabin, former head writer of the A.V Club and the man who
wrote the book on, and with, "Weird Al" Yankovic in the 2012 coffee table book Weird Al: The Book (Nathan Rabin with Al Yankovic) comes The
Weird Accordion to Al, an even more essential guide to an American original's life and work. Adapted from the column on its author's
website, Nathan Rabin's Happy Place, with 52 hilarious, sometimes obscure and often oddly beautiful new original illustrations from Felipe
Sobreiro and an introduction from Al himself, The Weird Accordion to Al explores every track on all sixteen of Al's records (14 studio
albums, the Medium Rarities obscurities collection and Peter & the Wolf, his collaboration with Wendy Carlos) with an obsessiveness thats
downright peculiar. Equal parts music criticism, cultural and comedy history, autobiography and comic meditation on nostalgia, television,
consumerism, childhood, technology and food, The Weird Accordion to Al does justice to a musical legend and comic genius the extent of whose
remarkable achievements are only now being fully understood and appreciated. Praise for The Weird Accordion to Al "A brilliant, heartfelt
cry of obsession and love for an already beloved and obsessed-over artist. Share Nathan's madness and be freed!"--Patton Oswalt "This book
is pop culture history, music dissertation, and comedic theory. Nathan has exemplified the qualities that make Weird Al an artist who is
equal parts Frank Zappa, Mel Brooks, and Mark Twain."--Jonah Ray "You don't have to be a fan of Weird Al to enjoy Rabin's raucous deep-dive
into the complete discography. But if you're not a Weird Al fan there's clearly something wrong with you"--Alex Winter "Wonderfully captures
the quirks and fun details that have made the Yank-oeuvre ooze with oddness for almost four decades. Nathan really shows you what makes Al's
mind tick. Spoiler: It's the neurons. A must read for anyone unemployed, childless, or with ninety spare hours to kill."--Scott Aukerman
"The Weird Accordion to Al is the definitive companion to the "Weird Al" catalogue. It's chock full of fascinating insights that left my
head spinning like a Frankie Yankovic record (no relation). Nobody covers the Al canon in better depth than Nathan Rabin. It's a must-read
for the weirdos in your life. I learned so much from this VERY SPECIFIC book."--Thomas Lennon "Nathan Rabin is obsessive in the best sense
of the word. He literally ALREADY wrote the book on Weird Al that Weird Al asked him to write. That wasn't enough for Nathan and that's why
we are lucky to have this book. Al's contributions to pop culture deserve the kind of obsession that only Nathan Rabin can bring to the page
and he brings it big time in this book. He dares to be very smart about "Dare To Be Stupid.'"--Jake Fogelnest "There is no keener observer
of pop culture than Nathan Rabin. His wit, unassuming charm and amazing talent for empathy make him one of the most pleasurable authors to
read in a field that far too often devolves into navel-gazing self reference. I will never die, but if I do, I hope Nathan Rabin writes the
book about me."--Justin McElroy
Let's Be Weird Together Oct 13 2021 Conversations made up entirely of inside jokes. Netflix passwords, bizarre dreams, even French fries,
all shared without a second thought. From husband-wife team Brooke Barker and Boaz Frankel, here’s that rare relationship book that captures
the rituals and mini universe (Population: 2) that a couple can create together, in a sweet, small package with all the humor, charming
illustrations, and endearing quirkiness that makes their It's Different Every Day Page-A-Day Calendar and Barker’s New York Timesbestselling Sad Animal Facts each cult favorites. Celebrating the uniqueness that makes each person, and each relationship, special, Let’s
Be Weird Together includes a humorous timeline of how a loved one’s oddball habits go from annoying to swoon-worthy over time. Illustrations
celebrate the Tiny Acts of Heroism you do for your #1 person—like saying you’re full when there’s only one bite of cake left, so they can
enjoy it. Plus, fun facts on the habits of lovesick animals (they’re just like us!): Bowerbirds collect blue items to impress mates. Perfect
for Valentine’s and anniversary gifts, it’s a hip, not-at-all saccharine way to say, "I-love-you-slash-I-love-being-weird-with-you!"
The Mammoth Book of Weird News Mar 06 2021 A humorous collection of hundreds of funny news stories, whacky phenomena, and hilarious
blunders and gaffes from around the world, such as: the woman who smuggled 75 live snakes in her bra; the man who held a funeral for his
amputated foot; the radioactive cat which got mistaken for a bomb; the human tongue that got served up in a hospital; the X-ray that
revealed E.T.'s face in a duck; the youth who woke to find a bullet in his tongue; the tortoise that set a house on fire; and many more.
Kids Are Weird Feb 05 2021 As he's shown in his previous hugely popular books, Jeffrey Brown has a real gift for finding humor in quirky
yet universal truths. Now the bestselling author of Darth Vader and Son and Vader's Little Princess brings his witty comic observations to
terrestrial parenting in this perceptive book celebrating the more surreal moments of raising a child. In charming colorful panels, Brown
wryly illustrates his fiveyear- old son's take on the world around him, from watching TV ("Elton John looks pretty in that shirt") to
playing with toys ("This truck can survive on very little water") to odd requests ("Don't feel happy at me"), capturing the sweetly weird
times that mothers and fathers everywhere experience with their own curious, pure-minded kids.
Embrace Your Weird Dec 23 2019 An instant New York Times bestseller In Embrace Your Weird, New York Times bestselling author, producer,
actress, TV writer, and award-winning web series creator, Felicia Day takes you on a journey to find, rekindle, or expand your creative
passions. Including Felicia’s personal stories and hard-won wisdom, Embrace Your Weird offers: —Entertaining and revelatory exercises that
empower you to be fearless, so you can rediscover the things that bring you joy, and crack your imagination wide open —Unique techniques to
vanquish enemies of creativity like: anxiety, fear, procrastination, perfectionism, criticism, and jealousy —Tips to cultivate a creative
community —Space to explore and get your neurons firing Whether you enjoy writing, baking, painting, podcasting, playing music, or have yet
to uncover your favorite creative outlet, Embrace Your Weird will help you unlock the power of self-expression. Get motivated. Get creative.
Get weird.
Weird Al Jul 22 2022 The undisputed king of pop-culture parody, “Weird Al” Yankovic has sold more comedy recordings than any other artist
in history, receiving three Grammy Awards (and 14 nominations) in the process. The man behind classics such as “Eat It,” “Amish Paradise,”
and “White & Nerdy” performed in more than 100 cities throughout North America, Europe, and Australia in support of his latest (and, to
date, highest-charting) album, Alpocalypse. At last the time has come for a comprehensive illustrated tribute to this icon of the American
humor landscape. Covering more than three decades of hilarious songs, videos, concert performances, and his life story in words and
pictures, and featuring an introduction, lists, tweets, and photo captions from Yankovic himself, Weird Al: The Book is the ultimate
companion piece to an extraordinary career.
Weird But True Know-It-All: Greek Mythology Jul 10 2021 Classic stories from Greek mythology come to life in this latest book in the Weird
But True spin-off series, Know-It-All. Fans of Rick Riordan will find this is the ideal companion book to dive a little deeper into the
incredible stories from Greek mythology. Full color.
All Things Weird and Wonderful Mar 26 2020
Weird but Normal Mar 18 2022 Birth control. Body hair removal cream. Boobs. It’s all weird, but also pretty normal. Navigating racial
identity, gender roles, workplace dynamics, and beauty standards, Mia Mercado's hilarious essay collection explores the contradictions of
being a millennial woman, which usually means being kind of a weirdo. Whether it’s spending $30 on a candle that smells like an ocean that
doesn’t exist, offering advice on how to ask about someone’s race (spoiler: just don’t, please?), quitting a job that makes you need shots
of whiskey on your lunch break, or finding a more religious experience in the skincare aisle at Target than your hometown Catholic church,
Mia brilliantly unpacks what it means to be a professional, absurdly beautiful, horny, cute, gross human. Essays include: • Depression Isn’t
a Competition but Why Aren’t I Winning? • My Dog Explains My Weekly Schedule • Mustache Lady • White Friend Confessional • Treating Objects
Like Women With sharp humor and wit, Mia shares the awkward, uncomfortable, surprisingly ordinary parts of life, and shows us why it’s
strange to feel fine and fine to feel strange.
The Call of the Weird Aug 19 2019 After a decade of making documentaries about offbeat characters on the fringes of US society, Louis had
the urge to return to America and track down the people who most fascinated him. It would be a reunion tour, but this time without the
cameras and the sense of performance being filmed inevitably brings. It would allow him to get closer to people, to discover what really
motivated them and what had happened to the assorted dreamers, outlaws and eccentrics since he last saw them. On a journey that took him
from the porn sets of Los Angeles to the gangsta rappers of Memphis, from a convention of UFO contactees in Arizona to Northern Idaho for a
festive get-together of neo-Nazis, he asked what 'weird people' have to tell us about our own secret natures. Had he learned anything about
himself by being among them? Do we choose our beliefs or do our beliefs choose us? Louis Theroux's first book is a hilarious, thought-

provoking and at times surreal voyage into the heart of weirdness.
The Weird Feb 17 2022 SHORTLISTED FOR THE BRITISH FANTASY AWARDS A landmark, eclectic, leviathan-sized anthology of fiction's wilder,
stranger, darker shores. The Weird features an all star cast of authors, from classics to international bestsellers to prize winners: Ben
Okri George R.R. Martin Angela Carter Kelly Link Franz Kafka China Miéville Clive Barker Haruki Murakami M.R. James Neil Gaiman Mervyn Peake
Michael Chabon Stephen King Daphne Du Maurier and more... Exotic and esoteric, The Weird plunges you into dark domains and brings you face
to face with surreal monstrosities; You will find the boldest and downright most peculiar stories from the last hundred years bound together
in the biggest Weird collection ever assembled.
The Weird Accordion to Al Dec 03 2020 From Nathan Rabin, the man who literally wrote the book ON, and with "Weird Al" Yankovic in the form
of 2012's Weird Al: The Book returns with the ultimate guide to the man and his music.
Weird Birds Nov 14 2021 A gallery of brilliantly clear, color photos gives intimate, close-up looks at just 59 of the millions of insects
crawling, flying, scurrying, and burrowing on our planet, but Worek's choices open up a visual treasure house of the class Insecta. From
Weird Fucks Jan 04 2021 A young woman drifts through a series of one night stands and truncated love affairs. Finding herself in a series
of increasingly bizarre situations, she turns her curious and savage eye out on the foibles of the world around her. The men of this world
evade and simper, they prey, and preen, and fall hopelessly in love. Through these snapshots we get a biting psychopathology, not just of
masculinity in its various masks, but of sex and desire in the early 1970s.
Archie's Weird Mysteries Sep 12 2021 Everyone is used to hearing Archie tell wild stories and tall tales, especially in his “Weird
Mysteries” news column. But when vampires, werewolves, aliens and Bigfoot monsters start popping up, it’s up to Archie, Betty, Veronica,
Reggie and Jughead to get to the bottom of it! There’s always something strange going on... in a little town called Riverdale. Included for
the first time in print: a special Q&A giving an in-depth behind the scenes look at the hit animated series!
All You Need Is a Pencil: The Weird, Wacky, and Unusual Activity Book Jul 18 2019 Kids will be enticed to look up from the screen and pick
up a pencil with these weird, wacky, and sometimes disgusting activities. Draft texts between yourself and a werewolf, learn weird trivia,
draw bodies for monster heads and monster heads for their bodies, and play a gross edition of Would You Rather. Grab a friend and learn how
to play games like Weird Telephone and Mind Your P's and Q's. Or just take two blank pages and see how much of the page you can fill without
the lines crossing. Complete with quizzes, puzzles, games, and doodles infused with "ewww" factor, Weird Quizzes, Wacky Games and Disturbing
Doodles offers hours of entertainment.
The Weirdest People in the World Apr 19 2022 'A landmark in social thought. Henrich may go down as the most influential social scientist of
the first half of the twenty-first century' MATTHEW SYED Do you identify yourself by your profession or achievements, rather than your
family network? Do you cultivate your unique attributes and goals? If so, perhaps you are WEIRD: raised in a society that is Western,
Educated, Industrialized, Rich and Democratic. Unlike most who have ever lived, WEIRD people are highly individualistic, nonconformist,
analytical and control-oriented. How did WEIRD populations become so psychologically peculiar? What part did these differences play in our
history, and what do they mean for our collective identity? Joseph Henrich, who developed the game-changing concept of WEIRD, uses leadingedge research in anthropology, psychology, economics and evolutionary biology to explore how changing family structures, marriage practices
and religious beliefs in the Middle Ages shaped the Western mind, laying the foundations for the world we know today. Brilliant,
provocative, engaging and surprising, this landmark study will revolutionize your understanding of who - and how - we are now. 'Phenomenal
... The only theory I am aware of that attempts to explain broad patterns of human psychology on a global scale' Washington Post 'You will
never look again in the same way at your own seemingly universal values' Uta Frith, Professor of Cognitive Development, University College
London
Weird! Apr 07 2021 Luisa is repeatedly teased and called "weird" by her classmate Sam, even though she is simply being herself—laughing
with her friends, answering questions in class, greeting her father in Spanish, and wearing her favorite polka-dot boots. Luisa initially
reacts to the bullying by withdrawing and hiding her colorful nature. But with the support of her teachers, parents, classmates, and one
special friend named Jayla, she is able to reclaim her color and resist Sam’s put-downs. The Weird! Series These three books tell the story
of an ongoing case of bullying from three third graders’ perspectives. Luisa describes being targeted by bullying in Weird! Jayla shares her
experience as a bystander to bullying in Dare! And in Tough!, Sam speaks from the point of view of someone initiating bullying. Kids will
easily relate to Luisa, Jayla, and Sam, as each girl has her own unique experience, eventually learning how to face her challenges with the
help of friends, peers, and caring adults. Part of the Bully Free Kids™ line
You're Never Weird on the Internet (Almost) Aug 31 2020 The Internet isn't all cat videos. There's also Felicia Day -- violinist,
filmmaker, Internet entrepreneur, compulsive gamer, hoagie specialist, and former lonely homeschooled girl who overcame her isolated
childhood to become the ruler of a new world ... or at least semi-influential in the world of Internet Geeks and Goodreads book clubs. After
growing up in the south where she was "homeschooled for hippie reasons", Felicia moved to Hollywood to pursue her dream of becoming an
actress and was immediately typecast as a crazy cat-lady secretary. But Felicia's misadventures in Hollywood led her to produce her own web
series, own her own production company, and become an Internet star. Felicia's short-ish life and her rags-to-riches rise to Internet fame
launched her career as one of the most influential creators in new media. Now Felicia's strange world is filled with thoughts on creativity,
video games, and a dash of mild feminist activism -- just like her memoir. Felicia's story demonstrates that everyone should embrace what
makes them different and be brave enough to share it with the world, because anything is possible now -- even for a digital misfit.
The Theory of Everything Else May 20 2022 This is not a book of facts; it’s a book of ‘facts’. Should you finish it believing we became the
planet’s dominant species because predators found us too smelly to eat; or that the living bloodline of Christ is a family of Japanese
garlic farmers – well, that’s on you. Why are we here? Do ghosts exist? Did life on Earth begin after a badly tidied-up picnic? Was it just
an iceberg that sank the Titanic? Are authors stealing their plotlines from the future? Will we ever talk to animals? And why, when you’re
in the shower, does the shower curtain always billow in towards you? We don’t know the answers to any of these questions. But don’t worry,
no matter what questions you have, you can bet on the fact that there is someone (or something) out there, investigating it on your behalf.
From the sports stars who use cosmic energy to office plants investigating murders, The Theory of Everything Else will act as a handbook for
those who want to think differently.
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